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Abstract 
The optical stochastic cooling (OSC) represents a 

promising novel technology capable to achieve fast cool-

ing rates required to support high luminosity of future 

hadron colliders. The OSC is based on the same princi-

ples as the normal microwave stochastic cooling but uses 

much smaller wave length resulting in a possibility of 

cooling of very dense bunches. In this paper we consider 

basic principles of the OSC operation and main limita-

tions on its practical implementation. Conclusions will be 

illustrated by Fermilab proposal of the OSC test in the 

IOTA ring. 

INTRODUCTION 

The stochastic cooling [1 - 4] has been successfully 

used in a number of machines for particle cooling and 

accumulation. Cooling rates of few hours required for 

luminosity control in hadron colliders cannot be achieved 

in the microwave frequency range (~109-1010 Hz) usually 

used in stochastic cooling. Large longitudinal particle 

density used in such colliders requires an increase of cool-

ing bandwidth by few orders of magnitude. To achieve 

such increase one needs to make a transition to much 

higher frequencies. A practical scheme operating in the 

optical frequency range was suggested in Ref. [5]. The 

method is named the optical stochastic cooling (OSC). It 

is based on the same principles as the stochastic cooling 

but uses much higher frequencies. Consequently, it is 

expected to have a bandwidth of ~10131014Hz and can 

create a way to attain required cooling rates.  

Fermilab plans to make an experimental test of the 

OSC in IOTA ring [6]. Details of the project have been 

changing with improved understanding of the experiment. 

In particular, the basic wave length of the wiggler radia-

tion was changed from 0.8 to 2.2 m to achieve reasona-

bly large cooling and dynamic apertures. The reasons of 

this transition will be discussed in the following sections.   

In the OSC a particle emits e.-m. radiation in the first 

(pickup) wiggler. Then, the radiation amplified in an opti-

cal amplifier (OA) makes a longitudinal kick to the same 

particle in the second (kicker) wiggler as shown in Figure 

1. A magnetic chicane is used to make space for the OA 

and to delay a particle so that to compensate for a delay of 

its radiation in the OA resulting in simultaneous arrival of 

the particle and its amplified radiation to the kicker wig-

gler. A particle passage through the chicane has a coordi-

nate-dependent correction of particle longitudinal position 

which, consequently, results in a correction of relative 

particle momentum, p/p, with amplitude 0 so that: 

  0/ sinp p k s     . (1) 

Here k = 2/ is the radiation wave-number,  

  51 52 56 /
x

s M x M M p p      (2) 

is the particle displacement on the way from pickup to 

kicker relative to the reference particle which experiences 

zero displacement and obtains zero kick, M5n are the ele-

ments of 6x6 transfer matrix from pickup to kicker, x, x 

and p/p are the particle coordinate, angle and relative 

momentum deviation in the pickup.  

 

Figure 1: OSC schematic; blue – dipoles, red quadrupoles,
 green - sextupoles.  

For small amplitude oscillations the horizontal and ver-

tical cooling rates per turn are [7]: 
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where 
51 52 56p p pS M D M D M    is the partial slip-

factor introduced so that for a particle without betatron 

oscillations and with momentum deviation p/p the longi-

tudinal displacement relative to the reference particle on 

the way from pickup to kicker is equal to /
p

S p p , and 

Dp and D′p are the dispersion and its derivative in the 

pickup.  Eq. (3) assumes an absence of x-y coupling in the 

chicane. Introduction of x-y coupling outside the cooling 

area redistributes the horizontal cooling rate between two 

transverse planes but does not change the sum of cooling 

rates which is equal to:  n = kM56/2, n = x, y, s. 

Although M56 and, consequently, the sum of cooling 

rates depend only on focusing inside the chicane, Sp and 

the ratio of cooling rates depend on the dispersion at the 

chicane beginning, i.e. on the ring dispersion. Eq. (3) 

yields the ratio of cooling rates:  

 
56/ / 1

x s p
M S     . (4) 

A non-linear dependence of kick on s in Eq. (1) re-

sults in a dependence of cooling rates on amplitudes [7]:  
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  (5) 

where ax and as are the amplitudes of longitudinal particle 

displacement relative to the reference particle on the way 

from pickup to kicker due to betatron and synchrotron 

oscillations expressed in the units of e.-m. wave phase:   

   
 

2 2 2

1 51 51 52 522 1 ,

/ ,

x p p p

p p

a k M M M M

a k S p p

      
 

 (6) 

1 is the Courant-Snyder invariant of a particle, p and p 

are the horizontal beta-function and its negative half de-

rivative in the pickup, and (p/p) is the amplitude of par-

ticle synchrotron motion. As one can see from Eqs. (5) 

each cooling rate changes its sign if any of amplitudes 
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exceeds the first root, 01, of the Bessel function J0(x). 

Thus the cooling area is bounded by ax =01 and ay =01 

where 01 ≈2.405. Using Eqs. (6) one obtains from these 

equations the cooling area boundaries: 
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As one can see the cooling boundary for betatron motion 

does not depend on the ring dispersion in the OSC area 

but depends on the ring horizontal beta-function.   

BEAM OPTICS OF OSC INSERT 

The IOTA ring is a dual purpose storage ring aimed at 

experiments in the integrable optics [8, 9] and the OSC. 

Normally the machine is expected to operate with elec-

trons up to 150 MeV kinetic energy. Operation with 2.5 

MeV protons (~70 MeV/c momentum) is also anticipated 

in the program of integrable optics studies.  

The energy for the OSC test is chosen to be 100 MeV 

[6]. The OSC system will take one of four ring straight 

sections with total length of about 4.5 m. The main pa-

rameters of the IOTA ring operating with OSC are shown 

in Table 1. It is implied that the rms horizontal emittance 

and momentum spread are determined by synchrotron 

radiation (SR) and x-y coupling is absent. 

Table 1: Main Parameters of IOTA Storage Ring for OSC 

Circumference 40 m 

Nominal beam energy   100 MeV 

Bending field   4.8 kG 

Tunes, Qx/Qy 5.45/3.45 

Rms hor. emittance,  (no x-y coupling)   9.1 nm 

Rms momentum spread, p  1.07·10-4 

SR cooling rates (ampl.), x=ys, s
-1 0.54/0.92 

The cooling chicane consists of four dipoles with paral-

lel edges (Figure 1). In the absence of additional focusing 

inside the chicane M56 and Sp are equal and horizontal 

OSC is absent. An introduction of quadrupole focusing in 

the chicane center makes M56 and Sp different and, conse-

quently, creates transverse cooling. To understand inter-

dependencies between major parameters we use a thin 

lens approximation. Leaving only leading terms one ob-

tains the following estimates for elements of kicker-to-

pickup transfer matrix: 

 
51 26 52 16 56, , 2 .

tot
M M h M M hL M L          (8) 

That results in *2pS L D h   . Here L and h are the 

path lengthening and the trajectory offset in the chicane, ≡ -1/F is the defocusing strength of the quad, and Ltot is 

the half-length of the chicane (distance from its center to 

the outer edge of outer dipole). Assuming dD/ds=0 in the 

chicane center and neglecting dispersion changes in the 

chicane one obtains from Eq. (4):  

  * */ / 2c x sR D h L D h       ,  (9) 

where is  D* is the dispersion in the chicane center. Note 

that the above requirement of dD/ds=0 minimizes the 

equilibrium beam emittance set by SR. As one can see 

from Eq. (9) D
*
h/L uniquely determines the ratio of 

cooling rates.   

Similarly, using Eqs. (7) and (9) one obtains estimates 

for the cooling area boundaries:  
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where * 2 /L   is the beta-function in the chicane cen-

ter, and we took into account that max achieves maximum 

when d/ds=0 in the chicane center. One can see that the 

cooling acceptance, max, is inversely proportional to *, 

which in the case of IOTA results in a collider type optics 

in the cooling area with minimum of horizontal beta-

function in the chicane center. The value of L is deter-

mined by a delay in the OA and has been chosen to be 3 

mm. As one can see from Eqs. (10) and (11) an increase 

of Rc results in an increase of longitudinal cooling ac-

ceptance but reduces the transverse one. 

Non-linear contributions to the longitudinal particle 

displacement omitted in Eq. (2) represent another im-

portant limitation on the cooling chicane parameters. 

These contributions are dominated by path lengthening 

due to betatron motion on the travel from pickup to kick-

er. In the case of small * in the chicane center one ob-

tains that the non-linear path lengthening oscillates with 

betatron phase and at maximum the second order contri-

bution is estimated as [7]: 

 
2 1

2 *

1
( )

2
tots s ds L

       .  (12) 

Table 2: Optics Structure for Half of OSC Insert 

 Length [cm] B/G/S 

Chicane center  - - 

D quad (half) 3 -86 G/cm 

Drift 5  

F quad  6 0 

Drift 7  

Dipole 8 -3060 G 

Drift 10  

D sextupole 10 -830 G/cm2 

Drift 11  

F sextupole 10 1550 G/cm2 

Drift 10  

Dipole 8 3060 G 

One can see that s2 is proportional to the particle 

Courant-Snyder invariant and is inversely proportional to 

the beta-function in the chicane center. That yields that 

the 2-nd order contribution due to horizontal betatron 

motion will be much larger than due to vertical motion. 

Two pairs of sextupoles located between each couple of 

chicane dipoles (see Figure 1 and Table 2) are added for 

non-linear lengthening compensation.   

The above estimates were directing the choice of chi-
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cane parameters. After a few iterations we came to a rea-

sonable compromise between contradictory requirements. 

Tables 2 and 3 present parameters of the OSC insert 

structure and the major parameters of OSC optics. Figure 

2 shows the beta-functions and dispersion in the OSC 

straight. The cooling ranges in Table 3 are determined as 

ratio of cooling boundaries of Eq. (7) to the rms horizon-

tal emittance set by SR in absence of coupling or the rms 

momentum spread: nx=max/, ns=(p/p)max/p. 

Table 3: Major Parameters of OSC Optics 

Delay in the chicane, s  3 mm 

Horizontal  beam offset, h  43 mm 

M56  5.81 mm 

Dispersion in the chicane center, D* 600 mm 

Beta-function in the chicane center, * 52 mm 

Cooling rates ratio,x/s (no x-y coupl.) 1.7 

Cooling ranges (before OSC), nx/ns  5.9 / 3.7 

 

Figure 2: The beta-functions and dispersion in the half of 

OSC straight (from the chicane center to the first dipole). 

To compute the longitudinal particle displacement on 

the way from pickup to kicker, s, we considered ideal-

ized model which has ideal rectangular dipoles with rigid 

edges and point-like sextupoles. Particle motion inside 

dipole was described by a piece of spiral to account for 

the vertical betatron motion. Vertical focusing of the di-

pole edges due to finite gap in the dipoles was accounted. 

As it was expected, in the absence of sextupole compen-

sation the longitudinal particle displacement is dominated 

by the non-linear contribution coming from the betatron 

motion. As can be seen in Figure 3 that results in a signif-

icant reduction of the cooling boundaries - to about 1.5 

and 5 for the horizontal and vertical betatron motions, 

respectively. The sextupole compensation greatly reduces 

the non-linearities and increases the cooling boundaries to 

about 5 and 7. Note that in the absence of nonlineari-

ties the curves shown in Figure 3 would represent concen-

tric ellipses required for OSC. Computations show that 

non-linearity in the longitudinal degree of freedom is neg-

ligible. Note also that Eq. (12)  underestimates non-linear 

contribution to particle displacement by about 50%.  

The sextupoles in the OSC straight introduce consider-

able nonlinearity to the betatron motion. Figure 4 presents 

distortion of constant action ellipses after passing the 

OSC chicane. As one can see the distortions are well visi-

ble for 4 ellipse in the horizontal plane but hardly visible 

for the vertical plane even for 8 amplitudes. 

 

 

Figure 3: Dependence of the normalized longitudinal par-

ticle displacement in the kicker, ks, on the transverse 

particle position in the pickup for particles located at el-

lipses of 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8; left and right - horizontal 

and vertical betatron motions, respectively; bottom and 

top - with and without sextupole correction, respectively. 

Amplitudes of betatron motion are referenced to the equi-

librium horizontal emittance, , in the absence of x-y cou-

pling. Horizontal lines mark cooling boundaries. 

 

 

Figure 4: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) phase spaces 

after coming through the chicane with (bottom) and with-

out (top) sextupole correction. Initially particles were 

located at ellipses of 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 in x or y plane. 

The ring optics is symmetric relative to the chicane 

center. Figure 5 presents the dispersion and beta-functions 

for half of the ring. The optics was designed to minimize 
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the equilibrium emittance. It required minimization of the 

dispersion invariant,  2 2 21 / 2A D DD D        , 

in the dipoles. Rewriting Eq. (11) in the following form, 

 
2

2 2*2
* max

* 2

01

4

1

c

c

k s RD
A

R


 

     
 , (13) 

one can see that the dispersion invariant in the OSC chi-

cane is determined by the ratio of cooling rates and weak-

ly depends on other details of OSC optics. For the consid-

ered above OSC proposal the value of invariant in the 

OSC chicane is 6.8 m. It greatly exceeds its natural value 

in the IOTA ring. An adjustment of focusing for quads 

adjacent to the both sides of the chicane results in a reduc-

tion of the invariant after the first dipole by about two 

orders of magnitude. The invariant value stays at this 

small level for the rest of the ring. This quad adjustment 

has been crucial to obtain tolerable transverse emittances.  

 

Figure 5: Optics functions for half of IOTA ring starting 

from the OSC section center.  

Operation at the coupling resonance redistributes the 

SR and OSC cooling rates between horizontal and vertical 

planes resulting approximately equal equilibrium trans-

verse emittances and, consequently, twice smaller hori-

zontal emittance.  

The OSC area sextupoles increase the ring chromaticity 

to pdx/dp ≈ 250, pdy/dp ≈ -70. The chromaticities were 

corrected by ring sextupoles split into five families. 

Tracking and FMA (frequency map analysis) with both 

chromaticities supressed  to zero exhibit the dynamic ap-

ertures of about 4 for both transverse planes. We expect 

that an improvement of sextupole correction and linear 

optics will yield further improvement of dynamic aper-

ture. Note that the considered above cooling boundaries 

and dynamic apertures were referenced to the horizontal 

emittance of uncoupled optics. Their values need to be 

increased by 2  for the coupled case.   

COOLING AND BEAM PARAMETERS 

Presently we consider two steps in a study of the OSC. 

First, we will use a passive cooling where an OA is not 

used and the radiation of pickup undulator is focused to 

the kicker undulator with lens telescope. Such arrange-

ment should be capable to increase the SR cooling rate by 

about an order of magnitude. The second step implies a 

usage of OA which should deliver further increase of 

OSC rates.  

The OSC rates were computed using the results of Ref. 

[7]. Main parameters of the passive cooling scheme are 

shown in Table 4. In computation of cooling rates we 

assumed an ideal lens with optical band 2.2 - 2.9 m. 

Such bandwidth is an estimate and it not supported yet by 

detailed design of the lens telescope. The OSC rates in 

Table 5 also imply operation on the coupling resonance so 

that the horizontal and vertical rates are equal to about 

half of the horizontal rate in the absence of coupling. 

For operation on coupling resonance both the x and y 

beam emittances are about half of the equilibrium emit-

tance, .  That determines the beam sizes in the undulators 

to be ~250 m for the coupled case (see Figure 6). The 

diffraction limited size of particle radiation in the kicker 

wiggler is somewhat larger, ~350 m (radius at half 

height). The reduction of cooling rate for high amplitude 

particles was also neglected in the cooling rate estimate.  

Table 4: Main Parameters for Passive OSC 

Undulator parameter, K 0.8 

Undulator period 12.9 cm 

Peak magnetic field  664 G 

Radiation wavelength at zero angle 2.2 m 

Radiation band used for OSC  2.2 - 2.9 m 

Number of periods, m 6 

Total undulator length, Lw 77 cm 

Distance between undulator centers 3.3 m 

Telescope aperture, 2a 13 mm 

Cooling rates in amplitude (x=y/s) 6.3/5.2 s-1 

 

Figure 6: Rms beam sizes (vertical – y, horizontal due to 

betatron motion – x, and due to momentum spread - 

|Dp|) in the OSC region starting from the cooling chicane 

center. Vertical lines mark location of wiggler.  

A small value of dynamic aperture greatly reduces the 

beam lifetime due to scattering on the residual gas. There-

fore obtaining very good vacuum is a high priority task. 

The long term goal is 2·10-10 Torr H2 equivalent. It corre-

sponds to 50 min. beam lifetime due to single electro-

magnetic scattering, and also yields that the emittance 

growth rate due to scattering on the residual gas is ~1% of 

the emittance growth rate due to quantum fluctuations of 

SR. The major beam and ring parameters are presented in 

Table 5.  
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The maximum number of particles per bunch is 106. It 

was chosen so that the Touschek lifetime would be longer 

than about 1 hour; and increases in the bunch length and 

horizontal emittance due to multiple IBS would not ex-

ceed 20% of their values set by the SR radiation. In com-

putation of IBS rates we assume an operation on the cou-

pling resonance so that x=y=/2 and the horizontal 

growth rate is equally split into x and y planes. Note also 

that for this small number of particles and small OSC 

cooling rates the cooling system operates orders of mag-

nitude below optimal gain and the particle interaction 

through the OSC system can be neglected. 

Table 5: Major Beam Parameters for OSC in IOTA 

Geometric acceptance  5 m 

Dynamic acceptance  0.15 m 

Average vacuum (H2 equivalent) 2·10-10 Torr 

Vacuum beam lifetime  50 min. 

SR losses per turn 13.3 eV 

RF voltage amplitude 30 V 

RF harmonic number  4 

Momentum compaction   -0.0178 

RF bucket height, (p/p)max   10-3 

RMS bunch length (no OSC)  22 cm 

Number of particles 106 

Touschek lifetime (x=y=/2) 1.3 hour 

Hor. emittance growth rate due to IBS  0.1 s-1 

Long. emittance growth time due to IBS  0.44 s-1 

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE OSC 

In the above cooling rate estimate  we assumed that the 

radiation emitted by a particle in the course of its motion 

in the pickup is focused to the location of the same parti-

cle in the kicker (when the particle arrives to it) in the 

course of particle entire motion in the kicker. It is auto-

matically achieved for the lens located at the infinity (i.e. 

if the distance to the lens is much larger than the length of 

undulator) – the condition which is impossible to achieve 

in practice. A practical solution can be obtained with a 

lens telescope which has the transfer matrix MT from the 

center of pickup to the center of kicker equal to pI, where 

I is the identity matrix and p = ±1. In this case the transfer 

matrix between emitting and receiving points is O(l)MT 

O(-l ) = ±I, i.e. coincides with the matrix for the system 

where the lens is located at infinity. Here O(l) is the trans-

fer matrix for a drift with length l. The simplest telescope 

requires 3 lenses (see Figure 7). For symmetrically locat-

ed lenses there are only two possible solutions: 
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  (14) 

The first solution requires weaker focusing, has smaller 

focusing chromaticity, and therefore is preferred. It also 

has defocusing lens in the center which is preferred from 

manufacturing point of view. The lens telescope is located 

inside the cooling chicane which determines its parame-

ters: L=165 cm, L1 = F1 =20 cm, F2 = -1.6 cm. The diago-

nal elements of transfer matrix for the beam optics are 

also negative (M11=M22=-1.03, M33=M44=-2.07). It great-

ly mitigates the problem of cooling rate reduction for par-

ticles with large betatron amplitudes due to transverse 

separation of a particle and its radiation in the kicker un-

dulator. As M11 and M22 are quite close to -1 this effect is 

strongly suppressed for the horizontal betatron motion.    

F1F2
F1

L1 L1L L

 
Figure 7: Light optics layout for passive cooling.  

Non-linear contribution to the sample lengthening 

forced us to increase the base wave length for OSC test 

from 0.8 m to 2.2 m. As result we switched from the 

OA based on Ti: Sapphire crystal to Cr:ZnSe crystal. This 

crystal can support ~10% bandwidth with gain of about 

10 Db. Further details can be found in Ref. [10].  

CONCLUSIONS  

IOTA ring construction is started. Its operation with 

electrons is expected in 2017. The concept of the OSC 

test in IOTA is getting matured. The beam optics is close 

to be finalized. It still has potential for further optimiza-

tion. In particular, an increase of the beam dynamic aper-

ture is desirable. Suppression of dispersion effects in the 

e.-m. wave focusing is our next high priority task.  We 

expect to finish the conceptual design within one year.     
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